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Douglas Peterson 43 Yacht 

$144,900

Disclaimer
Our company offers the details of this vessel in good faith but cannot guarantee or warrant the accuracy of this information nor warrant the condition of
the vessel. A buyer should instruct his agents and/or surveyors to investigate such details buyer desires validated. This vessel is offered subject to
prior sale, price change or withdrawal without notice.
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Specifications

Boat Details
Price $144,900 Boat Brand Peterson 
Model 43 Yacht Length 12.96
Year 1984 Category Sail
Hull Style Single Hull Type Fibreglass
Power Type Sail Stock Number
Condition Used State Western Australia
Suburb PERTH Engine Make

Description

Step aboard the Douglas Peterson 43, affectionately known as "WESCO," and prepare to embark on a remarkable
sailing adventure. Meticulously crafted by the legendary Doug Peterson, this sailboat represents the pinnacle of
design excellence and has consistently dominated the sailing world.

With a sleek fiberglass construction, fin keel, and Sceg hung rudder, WESCO offers exceptional manoeuvrability and
stability on the water. The cutter rigged masthead sloop configuration is fitted to a folding mast, with a brand-new
Staysail, c350 roller furling, running rigging and new Anderson winches, that further enhances performance as well
as being great for shorthanded sailing, or heavy weather sailing. Meaning you don’t have to hoist a storm jib.

Measuring LOA 13.7 meters in length overall, with a generous waterline length of 13 meters, the Douglas Peterson
43 strikes the perfect balance between speed and comfort. Its spacious beam of 3.7meters, and Draft 2.1 creates a
welcoming and functional living environment, ensuring a pleasant journey during extended trips.

Weighing a sturdy 11,200 kilograms, WESCO is built to withstand various weather conditions while providing a
smooth and steady ride. The lead ballast, weighing 4,300 kilograms, ensures stability, offering a secure and
confident sailing experience even in challenging seas.

As you step inside WESCO, you'll be greeted by a thoughtfully designed interior that seamlessly blends elegance with
practicality. From the meticulously painted and varnished bilges to the fully refurbished kitchen, every detail has
been carefully considered. The warm and inviting ambiance creates a perfect retreat after an exhilarating day of
sailing.

Equipped with modern amenities, WESCO offers the convenience of a new Virtrifrigo stainless steel two-drawer fridge
freezer, providing ample storage for your culinary delights. The kitchen cooler, featuring a new 180-liter Virtrifrigo
refrigerator, ensures your perishables stay fresh even on extended voyages.

The midship offers abundant storage integrated into two large single beds. The twin V berth bunks, saloon double
bed conversion, and the aft Captain’s cabin ensure ample bedding arrangements for family and guests.

Embracing sustainable energy solutions, WESCO features five solar panels and a wind generator, harnessing the
power of nature to minimize environmental impact. With an impressive 3000W inverter, you'll have reliable
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electricity for all your onboard needs.

Safety is of paramount importance on WESCO. The boat is equipped with an AIS system, ensuring enhanced
navigation safety. In addition, a new 6-man offshore life raft with an integrated EPIRB and 24-hour rations provides
peace of mind during your adventures.

Powering WESCO is an 80 horsepower Perkins inboard engine delivering dependable and efficient propulsion for your
sailing endeavours. The boat comes with a generous supply of spare parts specifically for the motor, ensuring you
have the necessary resources for maintenance or repairs.

WESCO has undergone comprehensive upgrades, including a refit, and rewiring in 2019, ensuring its electrical
systems are up-to-date and in excellent condition. The standing rigging was replaced in 2020, In 2023 the anti-fowl,
hull pain, topside and grip paint was all redone providing optimal performance, reliability and longevity on the water.

Notable upgrades carried out this year include a new wind turbine for sustainable energy generation, a Ziggy BBQ
with spare plates and a smoke box for outdoor cooking pleasure, and a professionally installed C350 roller furler with
a new staysail. The running gear has been updated, and two new Anderson winches offer enhanced control. The boat
also features a new 3000W inverter, a 25-liter stainless steel Isotherm hot water heater, and a new Electrolux
washer/dryer for added convenience.

Standout Features –
• New 6 man offshore, 24hour rashins and hydrostatic release life raft with EPIRB
• New staysail with C350 roller furler
• New running gear
• Standing Rigging replaced in 2020
• Refit Carried out 2019
• Autopilot at Helm

Additional upgrades include new marine cranking batteries, a TMC electric marine toilet, a Jabsco macerator, and a
Fusion sound system. The boat is equipped with a single drawer dishwasher, a Kenwood induction cooktop, and a
5-stage reverse osmosis water filtration system for added comfort.

With upgraded bilge pumps and switches, WESCO ensures a safe and efficient bilge system.

This Douglas Peterson 43 is your gateway to unparalleled sailing experiences. With its remarkable performance,
timeless design, and many upgrades, WESCO guarantees an exceptional voyage!

To schedule a viewing! - Please call (08) 9511 4911

The Saggers family have been "Devoted to Boating since 1961".Their heritage spans three-generations, so they draw
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on decades of marine experience.

If you are considering buying a new luxury or prestige boat, Saggers Marine, are exclusive dealers for arguably some
of the best boat manufacturers around the world!

Step onboard an array of boats for sale.  WA’s only permanent on-water display located within the world-class
Dolphin Quay, Mandurah Ocean Marina. - Just 45 minutes south of Perth CBD.

If you wish to experience a level of service like never-before. Call in or contact the dedicated team.

Choose your broker before you choose your boat! – You’ll be glad you did!

REQUIRE FINANCE – INSURANCE – OR TRANSPORT?

Saggers Marine can assist with Finance, Insurance, or transport anywhere in Australia!

LOOKING FOR A PARTICULAR BOAT?

Saggers Marine constantly sell boats that are not advertised. Let us know your requirements as we have an
extensive network Australia wide.  Also, Saggers Marine would be one of the most diverse marine Brokers too!

WANT TO SELL OR TRADE YOUR BOAT?

Saggers Marine will consider buying, trading, or selling your Boat.  The choice will be yours!

HUGE EXPOSURE FOR YOUR BOAT

Due to Saggers Marines designated sales jetties.  Your Boat could be exposed to 1000’s of people daily, who either
call in, pass-by, or drive-in by Boat or Car.  Our sales jetties are located within the World-Class Dolphin Quay,
Mandurah Ocean Marina – just 45 minutes South of Perth CBD.

Choose your Broker, before you sell your Boat… You will be Glad you did!

DISCLAIMER:
• This description has been prepared for advertising and marketing purposes only.
• All prospective purchasers should carry out their own due diligence and if required, engage qualified third-party
inspectors.
• Saggers Marine have used their best endeavours to ensure the information contained herein is correct and provides
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this information without any express or implied warranty as to its accuracy.
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